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ABSTRACT

Two recent lines of research suggest that explicitly naming objects at study influences subsequent memory for those objects at test. Lupyan (2008) suggested that naming *impairs* memory by a representational shift of stored representations of named objects toward the prototype (labeling effect). MacLeod and colleagues (MacLeod, Ozubko, Forrin & Hourihan, submitted; MacLeod, Gopie, Hourihan, Neary, & Ozubko, 2010) suggested that naming *enhances* memory by influencing the distinctiveness of named objects (production effect). However, these studies cannot be directly compared because they differ in several procedural details such as the format of the naming task, composition of study objects from different categories, control task, and type of lures used at test. Here we systematically manipulate those factors to better understand how using object names influences visual recognition memory. When objects belonged to unique categories, vocal naming (as used in the production effect) produced comparable memory as a non-naming task (preference rating) and both produced significantly better memory than key-press naming (as used in the labeling effect). Naming objects at study only impaired memory relative to preference rating when objects belonged to one of two categories, a condition in which names have little or no distinctiveness. Theoretically, our results pose challenges to the representational shift account that proposes special mechanisms tied to the use of object names.
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Language is critical for human communication and central to social interactions. To facilitate communication, object names are automatically accessed in preparation for speech (e.g., Meyer & Damian, 2007; Morsella & Miozzo, 2002; Navarrete & Costa, 2005). The seemingly automatic activation of object names has consequences for perceptual and cognitive processes, even outside of communicative goals. For example, gaze duration for pictures is correlated with name length and spoken name duration (Zelinsky & Murphy, 2000), objects that belong to the same linguistic category are perceived as being more similar than objects belonging to different linguistic categories (Goldstone, 1994; Roberson & Davidoff, 2000), and picture recall is influenced by the length and phonological similarity of picture names (Coltheart, 1999; Schiano & Watkins, 1981).

Having names for objects influences perception and memory. But is there an effect of overtly using object names? Many theories of object categorization (e.g., Ashby et al., 1998; Kruschke, 1992; Lamberts, 2000; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) and object recognition (e.g., Joyce & Cottrell, 2004; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Serre et al., 2007) assume a bottom-up process where object representations are compared to category representations in order to name an object (Palmeri & Tarr, 2008). If overtly using object names systematically affects how object are actually represented, this could have theoretical consequences for these theories.

Two recent lines of research have reported that intentionally and overtly naming objects during study can systematically influence subsequent visual memory for those objects at test. One reported impaired memory while the other reported enhanced memory. However, these lines of research are difficult to compare and integrate because their paradigms differ along many experimental factors. Our empirical goal is to systematically
investigate differences between these paradigms, allowing us to better understand how using object names influences recognition memory, which can have important theoretical implications. We describe these two lines of research in turn below.

Lupyan (2008) reported impaired recognition memory after naming objects at study. Specifically, memory was worse for objects labeled as chairs or lamps compared to objects rated for preference – a finding dubbed the *labeling effect* (Lupyan, 2008; see also Richler et al., 2011). Lupyan (2008) proposed a representational shift hypothesis to explain this impaired memory (see also Lupyan, 2012): Overtly naming objects exaggerates effects of object categorization, activating features associated with prototypical examples of the object’s category. In a top-down manner, these features become coactive with the visual features of the named object and systematically alter the object representation stored in visual long-term memory. Overtly labeling a picture of a chair as a “chair” shifts its visual memory representation toward the chair prototype. The subsequent mismatch between a previously studied chair presented again at test and its “shifted” visual memory representation leads to a false sense that the previously studied object is a new chair, impairing memory performance.

Whereas representational shift predicts memory impairment from naming, in an independent line of research, MacLeod and colleagues reported enhanced memory from naming. Recognition memory was better for words (MacLeod et al., 2010) and line drawings of objects (Macleod et al., submitted) named out loud than those named silently. This was dubbed the *production effect* (MacLeod et al., 2010) and was explained by Macleod et al. in terms of distinctiveness: Vocal production of a name leads to more unique processing of the study item during encoding that can be “replayed” at test. A match
between processing at study and reprocessing at test facilitates recognizing that item as “old” (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; MacLeod, 2010; MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010). Alternatively, Dodson and Schacter (2001) proposed a metacognitive explanation for production effects. They suggested that saying words out loud at study reduces rates of false recognition because participants expect to remember having said a word out loud and the absence of this expected information is used as a cue that a test item is new. So unlike the labeling effect, the production effect has been explained without appealing to anything “special” about naming per se. Vocalizing the name of an object is just one of many things a person could do to make a memory representation more distinctive.

Critically, details of the experimental procedures used to test for the labeling effect (Blanco & Gureckis, 2011; Lupyan, 2008; Richler et al., 2011) and the production effect (MacLeod, 2010; MacLeod et al., 2010; MacLeod et al., submitted; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) differ in several important respects. Both use a relatively standard study-test procedure for recognition memory, but, as shown in Figure 1, the two paradigms differ on the exact nature of the naming task, the control task, and the composition of study objects from different categories (see also Figure 2). In the present article, we explore the missing cells in Figure 1, along with some not illustrated. Our goal was not merely to fill in a table of missing experimental conditions, but to explore key factors that might help elucidate the conditions under which a labeling effect (impaired memory from naming) or a production effect (enhanced memory from naming) can be obtained, with an eye toward a theoretical understanding of how using object names affects object representations and object memory.
First, the overt naming task differs between paradigms. In studies of the production effect, participants say the name of an object out loud (henceforth referred to as *vocal naming*). In studies of the labeling effect, participants are given a two-alternative forced choice key-press for the name of an object (henceforth referred to as *key-press naming*). In the following experiments we directly compare vocal naming and key-press naming. Theoretical accounts of the production effect predict that vocal naming leads to better memory than key-press naming, either because a vocal response leads to more distinctive memory than a key-press response (MacLeod et al., 2010) or because participants expect to remember a vocal response better than a key-press response (Dodson & Schacter, 2001). In contrast, representational shift does not make specific predictions, but is compatible with several different scenarios: On the one hand, the representational shift account could explain equivalent memory for vocal naming and key-press naming because representational shift occurs whenever category labels are explicitly activated and used. On the other hand, the representational shift account could explain worse memory for vocal naming leads compared to key-press naming because vocal naming is more overt, exaggerating the effects of categorization, leading to an even greater representational shift. Only by including both vocal naming and key-press naming in the same experiment can we discriminate between these possibilities.

Second, naming has been compared to different control tasks in studies of the production effect and labeling effect. For the production effect, overt naming was compared to silent naming. For the labeling effect, overt naming was compared to preference rating (“like” or “don’t like”). It is quite possible that overt naming improves memory relative to silent naming (the production effect), but both kinds of naming impair memory relative to
preference rating (the labeling effect). In other words, both effects of naming may be at work, but an experiment containing both kinds of control tasks is needed to observe them simultaneously. Theoretically, this would mean that both distinctiveness from overt compared to silent naming and representational shift from any kind of naming operate simultaneously.

Third, there are important differences in the composition of study objects from different categories. The labeling effect has been investigated with all objects from only two categories (e.g., chairs versus lamps), whereas the production effect has only been investigated with all objects come from a unique basic-level category. This experimental difference could be one source of the apparent discrepancy between the labeling effect and the production effect. For example, Lupyan (2008) hypothesized that naming might actually improve recognition memory for objects coming from different categories because the representational shift caused by naming would make the representation of each study item less noisy and more categorical. By this, a labeling effect would be predicted with only two categories, but no labeling effect, or even a “reverse” labeling effect (enhanced memory from naming), would be predicted with multiple unique categories. MacLeod and colleagues (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) suggested that unique names could be required to generate the relative distinctiveness needed to observe any memory benefits from naming objects vocally. By this account, a production effect would be predicted with multiple categories, but no production effect would be predicted with only two categories.

Finally, the nature of the lures used during in the old/new recognition memory test differs. For the production effect, new lures at test have been objects from other unstudied
basic-level categories that do not share the same name as any of the studied items (unrelated lures). For the labeling effect, new lures at test have been specifically matched to particular study items, with these matched lures differing from old objects in small but perceptible ways, such as the presence or absence of a feature or the height-to-width ratio. One advantage of matched lures is that they require participants to discriminate perceptually whether they have seen a particular object or not, without being able to use semantic or lexical information. In fact, if representational shift highlights the between-category difference between old and new items, then representational shift should predict improved memory by naming when lures come from unstudied categories (in contrast to the observed impairment when matched lures are used). The distinctiveness account does not predict any differences based on lure type.

In summary, we aim to create an empirical bridge between studies of the labeling effect and production effect. Ultimately, this is important for evaluating different theoretical accounts of how naming influences object representations and object memory. Are there naming-specific mechanisms at work, as suggested by representational shift (Lupyan, 2008, 2012)? Or are general memory principles sufficient (MacLeod et al., 2010)?

Experiment 1 combines key aspects of both labeling effect and production effect paradigms. We primarily ask whether naming of any sort, whether vocal, key-press or silent, impairs memory relative to preference rating (labeling effect), as predicted by representational shift, and whether vocal naming enhances memory relative to silent naming (production effect). Both effects may be at play, but all tasks must be tested together to observe them simultaneously. Experiment 2 specifically examines two factors that may contribute to the production effect, vocalization and uniqueness of the response.
Examining these factors may help explain differences between the naming tasks used by Lupyan (2008) versus MacLeod et al. (submitted). Experiment 3 tests additional conditions that might be responsible for the labeling effect, focusing on vocal versus key-press responses for both naming and preference rating. In Experiments 1-3, study objects were drawn from unique basic-level categories, mirroring the design used in studies of the production effect. Experiment 4 tests for both the production effect and labeling effects together using objects from only two basic-level categories, mirroring the design used in studies of the labeling effect. In all Experiments we consider whether the labeling effect or production effect is observed, and by extension whether the pattern of results is consistent with a representational shift account or a more general distinctiveness account.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, study objects each had unique basic-level names, following the procedure used to study the production effect. Participants performed the study tasks used in past experiments on the production effect, vocal naming and silent naming, as well as the study tasks used in past experiments on the labeling effect, key-press naming and preference rating. Old/new recognition memory was tested. By including all four study tasks in the same experiment we can gain a better understanding of the factors that produce effects of naming on memory.

For example, it is possible that vocal naming causes better memory than silent naming (production effect) but that all forms of naming cause worse memory than
preference rating (labeling effect). This would suggest that both distinctiveness and representational shift are at work. Alternatively, since vocal naming is an even more overt form of object naming than key-press naming, vocal naming might cause a larger representational shift than key-press naming, causing an even larger labeling effect for vocal naming than key-press naming.

Another possibility is that impaired memory from naming observed in labeling effect studies with only two categories of objects is eliminated or even reversed when study objects come from unique basic-level categories. Indeed, Lupyan (2008) suggested that naming might actually improve recognition memory when objects are drawn from many different basic-level categories: “It is important to note that the prediction of poorer memory following overt classification holds only for within-category recognition. Indeed, the present account would predict that labeling study items might produce superior memory in a between-category task, because one effect of the label feedback is to ‘clean up’ the studied items to make their representations less noisy and more categorical” (p. 364). If that were true, then the nature of the lures used at test should matter. So in this experiment, half of the participants were tested with unrelated lures, requiring between-category discrimination, and the other half were tested with matched lures, requiring within-category discrimination. When there are unrelated lures from unstudied basic-level categories, the representational shift would highlight the between-category difference

---

1 Predictions about silent naming vs. key-press naming are less clear-cut. On the one hand, key-press naming could lead to better recognition memory compared to silent naming. In key-press naming, participants in essence generate two responses: the name of the object, and the appropriate response key. Therefore, key-press naming may lead to better recognition than silent naming because more encoding tasks lead to more processing and thus better retention (Craik, 1979). On the other hand, Lupyan (2008) posits that overt responding with the category label induces representational shift. By this account, key-press naming should lead to worse memory than silent naming because of the more explicit response required for the key-press task.
between old and new items, improving memory for named objects. By contrast, when there
are matched lures from the same basic-level category, the representational shift would
make memory representations for old items less veridical, making within-category
discrimination more difficult, impairing memory for named objects. So when every study
object comes from a unique basic-level category, representational shift predicts a labeling
effect with matched lures but no labeling effect, or even a “reverse” labeling effect, with
unrelated lures. By contrast, a distinctiveness account would predict no qualitative
difference for matched versus unrelated lures, only a quantitative difference because
matched lures are more difficult to reject than unrelated lures.

Methods

Participants

Fifty-two members of the Vanderbilt community (24 female; mean age 24.5 years)
received monetary compensation for participation. All participants were native English
speakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants were randomly
assigned to either the matched lure group (n = 27) or the unrelated lure group (n = 26).
Data from five participants (three from the matched lure group, two from the unrelated
lure group) were discarded for chance performance on the memory test (average d’ ≤ 0).
Therefore, there were 24 subjects in each group in our analyses.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 240 color pictures of objects from the stimulus set created by Brady et
al. (2008; http://cvcl.mit.edu/MM/download.html). Pictures were 256 x 256 pixels and
showed a single object on a white background. The complete stimulus set included 80 target-lure pairs (see Figure 2a) in which the target and lure were either different exemplars from the same basic-level category (exemplar pairs; top two pairs in Figure 2a) or the same object in a different state or pose (state pairs; bottom two pairs in Figure 2a). These two types of matched lures from the Brady et al. stimulus set were included to determine whether this difference would have any effect on memory, although we had no specific predictions to this effect. Note that the matched target-lure pairs used in Lupyan (2008) would be classified as exemplar pairs (see Figure 2b) within this set. Each pair of objects was from a unique basic-level category. Stimuli were randomly divided into four sets with an equal number of exemplar pairs and state pairs in each set. The object set assigned to each study task was counterbalanced across participants such that each object set was presented in a given task equally often.

For the matched lure group, one member of each pair was shown at study, and it and its matched lure were presented at test. Assignment as a target or lure was counterbalanced across participants and within each task assignment (e.g., each object in a given pair was presented as both target and lure for every task). For the unrelated lure group, one item from each pair was presented at study (counterbalanced) and lures were 80 additional pictures of objects from unique basic-level categories that were not studied.

*Design*

Experiment 1 used a 2 x 4 mixed design. Lure type (matched vs. unrelated) was a between-subject variable and study task (silent naming, vocal naming, key-press naming and preference rating) was a within-subjects factor. Study tasks were blocked during the
study phase, and order of targets and lures were randomized during the test phase. There were 20 target trials for each study task for each group. There were a total of 80 lures for the unrelated lure group. There were 20 matched lures for each study task for the matched lure group. Note that in the matched lure group the number of target trials were further subdivided into exemplar target/lure pairs and state target/lure pairs (10 target trials and 10 lures for each matched lure type for each study task).

Procedure

During the study phase, participants were told that they would see pictures of objects and be asked to make judgments about them. They were not explicitly told about any subsequent memory test, but they were instructed to pay careful attention and remember as much as possible about each picture. Neither the production effect nor the labeling effect has been found to depend on whether learning is intentional (MacDonald & MacLeod, 1998; Lypyan, 2008, Experiment 1-3) or incidental (MacLeod et al., 2010; Lypyan, 2008, Experiment 4). Pictures were presented for 150ms followed by a cue (question mark) for participants to respond. The cue was displayed for 2000ms regardless of how long participants took to make a response.

There were four study tasks. In the key-press naming task, participants were instructed to press the key denoting the first letter of the name of the object. In the preference task, they were instructed to rate how much they liked the object relative to other objects from the same category on a 5-point scale (1 = dislike, 5 = like). In the silent naming task, participants were instructed to silently name the object in the picture. In the vocal naming task, they were instructed to say the name of the object out loud. Tasks were
blocked\textsuperscript{2}, with instructions preceding each block. Each participant was assigned to one of the 24 possible task orders in each lure group. Each study object was presented once during the study phase, for a total of 80 trials (20 trials per study task). Prior to the study phase, participants were familiarized with the pace of the experiment with five practice trials. On the practice trials, participants saw pictures of chairs and lamps and were asked to press ‘1’ for chair, and ‘2’ for lamp.

There are some differences between the procedure used here and that used in Lupyan (2008). First, the key-press naming task had to be modified because the task used in Lupyan (2008), which was a two-alternative forced choice classification (chair vs. lamp), cannot directly accommodate dozens of study objects that all have unique names; we asked participants to press the key associated with the initial letter of the name. Second, because pilot work mirroring the conditions used by Lupyan (2008) showed that memory performance was often near ceiling when study objects came from unique basic-level categories, the following changes were implemented to increase task difficulty: shortening image exposure times during study (150ms here vs. 300ms by Lupyan), and presenting twice as many objects during study, with each object presented only once (vs. two presentations per study item by Lupyan). Finally, because of the greater complexity in response selection in the key-press naming task when all objects are unique compared to the two-alternative forced choice task used in Lupyan (2008), the following changes were made: the preference task allowed more response options (5-point “liking” scale vs. two-

\textsuperscript{2} In published studies of the production effect, vocal naming and silent naming conditions have always been randomized (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010), but the effect is also observed under blocked conditions as well (Colin McLeod, personal communication). The labeling effect has been tested under both blocked and randomized conditions (Lupyan, 2008).
alternative “like” or “dislike”), and the response window for both preference and naming was longer (2000ms here vs. 700ms by Lupyan).

After the study phase, participants took part in another unrelated experiment (approximately 30 minutes) involving rapid categorization of gray-scale images of birds and dogs, after which they performed a recognition memory test.Regardless of the lure group they were assigned to, participants were informed that some of the pictures would be exactly the same as those they saw before, other pictures would be new but very similar to pictures they saw before, and some pictures would be brand new. Pictures were presented on the screen one at a time and participants were instructed to press ‘1’ if the picture was ‘old’ and the exact same picture they saw before, and ‘2’ if the picture was ‘new’. Pictures remained on the screen until participants made a response. No feedback was provided. There were a total of 160 test trials (80 targets and 80 matched or unrelated lures).

Results

In this and all subsequent experiments we corrected for any observed hit rate of 1.0 by subtracting .05, and for a false alarm rate of 0.0 by adding .05 (Macmillan & Kaplan, 1985). Winsorized (20%) means and variances were used in all analyses, following recommendations for robust estimation by Wilcox (2005). No qualitative effects depended on either data processing step. We report analyses of overall memory performance (sensitivity; d’) in the main text. For completeness, analyses of hit and false alarm rates for each experiment are presented in Appendix A. Calculations of Cohen’s d are based on pooled standard deviations (Ellis, 2009).
The type of matched lure (exemplar vs. state) did not modulate the task effect (lure type x task interaction: $F_{3,69} = .93$, $MSE = .20$, $p > .4$, $\eta^2_p < .04$). Therefore, we collapsed across matched lure types in our analyses. Overall performance ($d'$) on the recognition memory test as a function of task and lure type is plotted in Figure 3.

A significant production effect (better memory following vocal naming vs. silent naming) was observed in the unrelated lure group (mean difference = .65±.17, $t_{23} = 8.07$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 2.38$) but not the matched lure group (mean difference = .25±.30, $t_{23} = 1.64$, $p = .115$, Cohen’s $d = .48$), with a significant interaction between task and lure type ($F_{1,46} = 5.61$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2_p = .11$).

A significant labeling effect (better memory following preference vs. key-press naming) was observed regardless of lure type (matched lures: mean difference = .47±.27, $t_{23} = 3.64$, $p = .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.07$; unrelated lures: mean difference = .50±.18, $t_{23} = 5.56$, $p < .01$, Cohen’s $d = 1.64$; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46} = .03$, $p = .87$, $\eta^2_p = .001$).

However, no labeling effect was observed when we compared vocal naming with preference rating, regardless of lure type (matched lures: mean difference = .14±.28, $t_{23} = 1.00$, $p = .33$, Cohen’s $d = .29$ unrelated lures: mean difference = .03±.14, $t_{23} = .40$, $p = .69$, Cohen’s $d = .12$; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46} = .51$, $p = .48$, $\eta^2_p = .01$). Note that for both lure types the effect sizes are small, and power analyses show that to detect effects of this size would require over 300 participants.

---

3 Separate analyses for each type of matched lure yield the same qualitative effects as each other, and as the analyses conducted collapsed across matched lure type. Overall performance for each type of matched lure is reported in Appendix B (Table B1).
Discussion

The production effect and the labeling effect suggest potentially opposite effects of naming on visual recognition memory. For the production effect (MacLeod et al., submitted; see also MacLeod et al., 2010), vocally naming objects during study produces better memory than silently naming objects during study. For the labeling effect (Lupyan, 2008), key-press naming of objects during study produces worse memory than preference rating during study. To understand how using object names influences recognition memory, we need to systematically compare procedural variables that differ between these studies to determine what factors promote a labeling effect or production effect.

One important difference is the control task. In experiments on the production effect, vocal naming is compared to silent naming, whereas in experiments on the labeling effect, key-press naming is compared to preference rating. We had participants engage in all four study tasks. Memory following preference rating was significantly better than memory following key-press naming, replicating the labeling effect. But memory following vocal naming was comparable to memory following preference rating. Whether or not a labeling effect is observed depends on how names are used to make a response.

The representational shift account of the labeling effect (Lupyan, 2008) suggests that naming objects activates features associated with prototypical examples from the object’s category, causing object representations to systematically shift towards the prototype. This representational shift causes studied items at test to appear new, causing a decrease in discriminability. It is reasonable to hypothesize that overt vocal naming activates category representations even more strongly than key-press labeling, which would cause an even greater representational shift, leading to worse memory for vocal
naming than key-press naming. That was not observed in any conditions comparing vocal naming to key-press naming.

Previous work testing the representational shift hypothesis has only tested within-category memory (Blanco & Gureckis, 2011; Lupyan, 2008; Richler et al., 2011), in which study items and lures come from two basic-level categories (e.g., chairs versus lamps). Indeed, Lupyan (2008) suggested that representational shift might in fact lead to superior memory following naming in a between-category task, in which study items and lures come from unique categories. Contrary to this prediction, in Experiment 1 we found that the traditional labeling effect was in fact observed when objects come from unique basic-level categories: Key-press naming produced worse recognition memory than preference rating, irrespective of whether matched or unrelated lures were used.

One possibility was that memory following both key-press naming and vocal naming would be significantly worse than memory following preference rating, indicative of a general impairment for naming. But that was not observed. Instead, whether naming impaired memory relative to preference was contingent on the modality of the naming task. A labeling effect was observed for key-press naming, but not vocal naming, for which performance was as good as preference rating. This is theoretically inconsistent with representational shift, which predicts better memory following naming when objects are from unique basic-level categories, and imposes no caveats about how naming responses are made (Lupyan, 2008). These results are also inconsistent with alternative explanations for the labeling effect (Blanco & Gureckis, 2011; Richler et al., 2011) rooted in depth of processing (e.g., rating preference is more effortful than basic-level categorization) or transfer appropriate processing (e.g., rating preference requires attention to exemplar-
specific details that are relevant to any later explicit memory test): Naming should be easier and more automatic than preference rating, or preference rating should better draw attention to features that are relevant for the memory task, regardless of how the naming response is made.

The distinctiveness account of the production effect (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) suggests that production improves recognition memory because only vocally named study objects are named out loud, whereas both silently named study items and new lures during test are named silently. In that way, targets and lures are better discriminated by the encoding task for items named out loud, but not items named silently. Consistent with this account, the production effect in a list discrimination task (e.g., participants must judge whether a test item was studied as part of List A or List B) is eliminated when both study and test lists contain words that are read out loud (Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010). Here we demonstrate another way that distinctiveness can be undermined. The production effect can be attenuated when matched lures are used during test. Thus, it is not only distinctiveness created by the encoding task that is critical for the production effect, but in old/new recognition tests the conceptual (and/or perceptual) distinctiveness of targets vs. lures mediates this effect as well.

It is interesting to note that Dodson and Schacter (2001) reported that production improves memory when lures are semantically related to targets by reducing rates of false memory. However, that study was based on the DRM paradigm (Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) in which study targets were lists of related words (e.g., tired, bed, dream), and the critical lure was a different word that was semantically related to the set (e.g., sleep). Thus, semantic or conceptual similarity was not as strong as with our matched
lures, which were from the same basic-level category and thus shared the same name and vocal response – the metacognitive strategy of recalling having said “bell” out loud would not distinguish the target from the lure in the matched lure group in our experiment (e.g., Figure 2a). Accordingly, here false alarm rates did not differ between vocal naming and silent naming conditions (see Appendix A, Table A1).

Taken together, the results of Experiment 1 seem problematic for the representational shift account of naming effects but are largely consistent with the distinctiveness account. But why does distinctiveness improve performance following vocal naming and not key-press naming? Indeed, despite the fact that an overt response is made in the key-press naming condition but not the silent naming condition, memory following key-press naming either did not differ from (unrelated lures: mean difference = .12±.20, \( t_{23} = 1.22, p = .23 \), Cohen’s \( d = .36 \)) or was worse than (matched lures: mean difference = .36±.21, \( t_{23} = 3.54, p < .01 \), Cohen’s \( d = 1.04 \)) silent naming. According to MacLeod et al. (2010), the production effect is not simply an effect of vocalization, but requires production of an item-specific, unique response. In the key-press naming condition in Experiment 1, the response is only the first letter of the object’s name. It seems reasonable to assume that producing a single letter of a name is not as rich a production experience as vocalization, which could affect the relative distinctiveness of memory representations. In addition, the first letter of the object name could be shared by other study items\(^4\), decreasing distinctiveness even further for key presses compared to vocalization. Perhaps key-press naming would be a more effective study task if the

\(^{4}\) Post-hoc analysis of the object sets used in Experiment 1 found that there was only an average of 11 unique responses for the 20 objects in each object set (range: 9-12). Note that this is based on how the first author names these items, and so there may be some variability between subjects (e.g., a “parking meter” could also correctly be called a “meter”).
instructions were to type the entire name of the object, because then each object would be associated with a unique motor response sequence – production by typing rather than production by speaking. This possibility is explored in Experiment 2.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

The goal of Experiment 2 was to further test the distinctiveness account of the production effect and explore conditions that might increase distinctiveness in a key-press naming task. Indeed, in addition to differences in response modality (vocal vs. key-press) between studies of the production effect and labeling effect, those naming tasks also differ in the nature of the response itself. The whole name is said aloud in the vocal naming condition but only the first letter of the name is typed in the key-press condition (see Figure 1). In Experiment 2 we de-confound modality of response and uniqueness of the response by having participants respond with either the first letter of the name or the whole word either by key-press or vocally, with the aim of understanding why performance differs between the naming tasks used in studies of the production effect and labeling effect. We also included silent naming in Experiment 2 to test whether a more distinctive key-press response (typing the full name of the object) would lead to a memory advantage over silent naming, which would be consistent with a distinctiveness account, and to help compare results directly with Experiment 1. If the effect of naming on object memory can be generally explained by distinctiveness, then we should see a continuum of memory performance following the different naming tasks, with the best memory performance in the most distinctive naming condition (vocal/whole name response) – the condition used in prior studies of the production effect – and the worst memory
performance in the least distinctive naming condition (key-press/first letter) – the naming task used in prior studies of the labeling effect.

Methods

Participants

Thirty-one Vanderbilt University undergraduates (21 female; mean age 19.7 years) received course credit for participation. Data from one participant were discarded due to experimenter error. All participants were native English speakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision.

Stimuli

Stimuli were the same matched-lure pairs used Experiment 1, plus 20 additional object pairs (10 state, 10 exemplar) also obtained from the Brady et al. (2008) stimulus set.

Design

Experiment 2 used a 2 (response modality: vocal vs. key-press) x 2 (naming task: first letter vs. whole word) x 2 (matched lure type: exemplar vs. state) within-subjects design. Silent naming was also included as a control condition. Study tasks were blocked during the study phase, and targets and lures were randomized during the test phase. There were 10 target trials and 10 lure trials for each combination of response modality, naming task, and matched lure type.
Procedure

The procedure was similar to Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. First, in addition to the silent naming, key-press naming (first letter) and vocal naming (whole word) tasks used in Experiment 1, participants performed a key-press/whole word task in which they were instructed to type the full name of the object (no visual feedback was provided), and a vocal/first letter task in which they were instructed to say the first letter of the object name out loud. Thus, we crossed response modality (key-press vs. vocal) and naming task (first letter vs. whole word) in a factorial design, and included silent naming as a control condition. One hundred objects were presented at study (20 per task) and only matched lures were used in the memory test. Because five study tasks produces 120 possible task orders, task order was pseudo-randomized using a balanced Latin square. This resulted in 10 possible task orders. These were randomly assigned to participants, such that three participants completed each task order.

Results

Although matched lure type (exemplar vs. state) interacted with response modality ($F_{29} = 9.83, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .25$), this was an ordinal interaction, such that the effect of response modality was larger for state lures ($\eta^2_p = .65$) vs. exemplar lures ($\eta^2_p = .21$), but it was statistically significant in the same direction in both cases ($ps < .011$). Therefore, we collapsed across matched lure type in the subsequent analyses$^5$. Overall performance ($d'$)

$^5$ Mean sensitivities for each type of matched lure are reported in Appendix B (Table B2). Separate ANOVAs for each matched lure type revealed the same qualitative effects as each other, and differ from the ANOVA on collapsed means in terms of the task effect. That is, although the main effect of task is significant when we collapse across lure type, this effect does not reach significance for either lure type when analyzed separately.
on the recognition memory test as a function of response modality and naming task is plotted in Figure 4. We conducted a 2 (response modality: key-press vs. vocal) x 2 (naming task: first letter vs. whole word) repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by planned comparisons between the key-press/first letter and vocal/whole word conditions (the two conditions that map most closely onto the tasks used in previous studies of the labeling effect and production effect, respectively, and that were used in Experiment 1), and between each key-press task (first letter, whole word) and silent naming.

Memory was better following vocal responses than key-press responses ($F_{29} = 42.23$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .59$) and when the naming task required the whole word compared with the first letter ($F_{29} = 4.44$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2_p = .13$). Accordingly, performance on the naming task used in studies of labeling effect (key-press/first letter) was significantly lower than performance on the naming task used in studies of the production effect (vocal/whole word; mean difference = .38±.10, $t_{29} = 7.51$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.97$). No significant interaction between response modality and naming task was observed ($F_{23} = .20$, $p = .66$, $\eta^2_p = .007$).

Replicating Experiment 1, memory performance did not differ between silent naming and key-press/first letter responses (mean difference = .04±.19, $t_{29} = .37$, $p = .71$, Cohen’s $d = .10$). More surprisingly, memory performance did not differ between silent naming and the key-press/whole word condition either (mean difference = .12±.23, $t_{29} = 1.05$, $p = .30$, Cohen’s $d = .28$). Note that for both comparisons with silent naming the effect sizes are small, and to detect effects of that size would require over 300 participants.

---

However, as can be appreciated from Table B2, the means are in the same direction for both lure types, such that performance is numerically better for whole word vs. key-press naming responses in all cases.
Discussion

Experiment 2 de-confounded modality of response from the number of unique responses to gain a better understanding of the factors contributing to the production effect, and the factors that lead to different levels of performance between the two naming tasks used in prior studies of the production effect and the labeling effect. Consistent with a distinctiveness account of the production effect, where memory benefits are driven by the uniqueness of responses during study (MacLeod et al., 2010), we found that more unique responses (whole word) led to better memory than responses that could be shared among multiple study items (first letter of the object name). However, a unique key-press did not produce a memory advantage over silent naming, despite the fact that no overt response is even made in the silent condition.

We also found that vocalization led to a memory benefit compared with key-press responses. Most notably, an arguably less distinct vocalization response (first letter) led to better overall memory than an arguably more distinct key-press response (whole word; mean difference = .29±.20, \( t_{29} = 3.06, p < .01, \) Cohen’s \( d = .80 \)). One possibility is that vocalization responses of any kind are even more distinctive than key-press responses because of the auditory feedback from such a response; in addition to unique motor components of the vocalization response, they are also associated with unique auditory codes, thus adding an additional source of information to the study episode.

EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 2 we observed a general memory benefit for vocalization. One natural next question to ask is whether benefits from vocalization generalize to study tasks
other than naming. Indeed, we may have failed to observe a difference between vocal naming and preference rating in Experiment 1 because the preference judgment was made by key-press, not vocally. If, as in Experiment 2, the effect of vocalization is relatively additive to any other task effects, then a “labeling effect” (worse memory following naming than preference) might be observed for vocal naming if the preference response is also made vocally. To this end, in Experiment 3 we crossed the study task (naming vs. preference) with response modality (key-press vs. vocal). We were interested in whether a labeling effect (worse memory following naming compared to preference) is observed in both response modalities, and whether vocalization produces a memory benefit for both tasks.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-six Vanderbilt University undergraduates and members of the Vanderbilt University community (18 female; mean age 19.6 years) participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit or monetary compensation. Data from two participants were discarded for failing to follow task instructions (e.g., making key-press responses during a vocal response block). All participants were native English speakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision.

Stimuli

Stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Design

Experiment 3 used a 2 (response modality: vocal vs. key-press) x 2 (study task: naming vs. preference) x 2 (matched lure type: exemplar vs. state) within-subjects design. Study tasks were blocked during the study phase, and targets and lures were randomized during the test phase. There were 10 target trials and 10 lure trials for each combination of response modality, study task, and matched lure type.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as Experiment 1 with a few exceptions: The four study tasks were key-press naming, vocal naming, key-press preference, and vocal preference. The first three tasks were identical to Experiment 1. In the vocal preference task, participants were instructed to rate how much they liked the object in the picture compared to other objects from the same category on a five-point scale, and to make their rating response out loud. Each participant was assigned to one of the 24 possible task orders. Only matched lures were presented in the recognition memory test.

Results

Because here the type of matched lure (exemplar vs. state) interacted with both response modality \((F_{1,23} = 5.19, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .18)\) and task \((F_{1,23} = 13.30, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .37)\) we considered the data for each matched lure type separately. The lure type x modality x task interaction was not significant \((F_{1,23} = 1.00, p = .33, \eta^2_p = .04)\). Overall performance (\(d'\)) on the recognition memory test as a function of matched lure type, response modality and task is plotted in Figure 5. For each lure type we conducted a 2 (response modality: vocal
vs. key-press) x 2 (task: naming vs. preference) repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by planned comparisons testing the labeling effect (naming vs. preference) for each response modality, and the production effect (benefit of vocalization) for each task.

As shown in Figure 5, for exemplar lures, a labeling effect (impaired performance for naming vs. preference) was only observed when responses were made by key-press (mean difference = .35±.20, t_{23} = 3.59, p < .01, Cohen’s d = 1.06) but not when they were made vocally (mean difference = .11±.28, t_{23} = .78, p = .44, Cohen’s d = .23); in the omnibus ANOVA, the main effects of modality (F_{1,23} = 6.92, p < .05, η^2_p = .23) and task (F_{1,23} = 6.90, p < .05, η^2_p = .23) were statistically significant, although the interaction between modality and task was not (F_{1,23} = 2.28, p = .15, η^2_p = .09). In addition, any benefit for vocalization was only observed for the naming task (mean difference = .38±.30, t_{23} = 2.60, p = .016, Cohen’s d = .77), not the preference task (mean difference = .13±.22, t_{23} = 1.29, p = .21, Cohen’s d = .38).

For state lures, memory was better following vocal responses than key-press responses (F_{1,23} = 55.70, p < .001, η^2_p = .71). Neither the main effect of task (F_{1,23} = 1.34, p = .26, η^2_p = .06) nor the interaction were significant (F_{1,23} = .08, p = .78, η^2_p = .004). No labeling effect was observed for either response modality (key-press: mean difference = .08±.30, t_{23} = .54, p = .60, Cohen’s d = .16; vocal: mean difference = .13±.21, t_{23} = 1.25, p = .22, Cohen’s d = .39). Note that sample sizes of more than 300 participants would be required to observe effects of this size. A benefit of vocalization was observed for both tasks (naming: mean difference = .55±.26, t_{23} = 4.31, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.27; preference: mean difference = .50±.20, t_{23} = 5.17, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.52).
Discussion

In Experiment 1, we observed no labeling effect (impaired memory following naming compared to preference) when the naming response was made vocally. However, in that case, vocal naming was compared to a preference rating made by key-press. Perhaps if both preference and naming responses were made vocally, we might see the labeling effect reemerge. To test this, in Experiment 3 task (naming versus preference) and response modality (vocal versus key-press) were manipulated factorially; following Experiments 1 and 2, we also included both exemplar and state change matched lures at test.

Naming only led to significantly worse memory than preference rating when both responses were made by key-press and when the lures were different exemplars, the conditions that most closely matched to the original Lupyan (2008) study. Neither with vocal responses nor with state change lures was a labeling effect observed. Note that the labeling effect was significant for state change lures in Experiment 1 ($t_{23} = 2.55, p = .018$), and it is unclear why we did not replicate that result in Experiment 3. Overall, these results seem difficult to reconcile with the representational shift hypothesis. Naming objects at study should modify stored object representations, regardless of whether naming responses are made vocally or by key-press. These results are also difficult to explain by an alternative account proposed by Richler et al. (2011), who suggested that rating preference might be more effortful than naming and require attention to exemplar-specific details that would improve later memory, consistent with depth of processing or transfer appropriate processing. If true, then vocal preference ratings should lead to better memory than vocal
naming, which was not observed. It appears that any benefits of vocalizing or rating preference are not simply additive.

There was generally an overall benefit of vocalizing compared to key-press responses. Memory was significantly better for vocalized responses than key-press responses, except for preference rating in the exemplar lure condition. The better memory following vocal versus key-press naming was anticipated based on the results of Experiment 1. Better memory following vocal versus key-press preference rating was also observed in the state change condition. So even in a condition in which many objects were given the same preference rating, a vocal response produced better memory than a key-press response. Perhaps subtle variability in how those similar preference ratings are made vocally is sufficient to create more distinctiveness to lead to better memory.

EXPERIMENT 4

So far we have tested the labeling and production effects in conditions in which each study object is from a unique basic-level category, similar to prior studies of the production effect. In Experiment 4, study objects were drawn from only two categories (chairs and lamps), matching the procedure used in studies of the labeling effect (Lupyan, 2008; Richler et al., 2011). We expect to replicate the labeling effect, with lower memory following key-press naming than preference rating. What about vocal naming? According to the distinctiveness account of the production effect, vocal naming helps provide a signature for discriminating study items from lures. But in the case of only two categories, the same two signatures (“chair” or “lamp”) apply to all study items. Therefore, distinctiveness would predict a significantly attenuated, and possibly eliminated, production effect in this
experiment. As in Experiment 1, we are interested in whether there is a labeling effect, whether the labeling effect depends on the modality of the naming task, and whether there is a production effect.

Methods

Participants

Fifty-one Vanderbilt University undergraduates (37 female; mean age 19.2 years) participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit. All participants were native English speakers and had normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants were randomly assigned to either the matched lure group (n = 26) or the unrelated lure group (n = 25). Data from three participants (two from the matched lure group, one from the unrelated lures group) were discarded for below chance performance on the memory test (average d’ ≤ 0). Thus, there were 24 participants in each lure group in the analyses.

Stimuli

Stimuli were 240 pictures of chairs and lamps (120 from each category) downloaded from the Ikea website [www.ikea.com](http://www.ikea.com). Pictures were 250 x 250 pixels and showed a single object on a white background. The complete stimulus set included 80 target-lure pairs like those used in Lupyan (2008) and Richler et al. (2011), in which the target and lure were very similar exemplars that differed in subtle details, such as the presence or absence of a single feature (see Figure 2b for examples). Stimuli were randomly divided into four sets with an equal number of chairs and lamps in each set. The object set assigned to each study task was counterbalanced across participants.
For the matched lure group, one item from each pair was shown at study, and the matched lure was presented at test. Assignment as a target or lure was counterbalanced across participants. For the unrelated lure group, one item from each pair was presented at study (counterbalanced) and lures were 80 additional chair and lamp pictures that were not studied and that were not obviously matched to other study items. Note that unlike Experiment 1 unrelated lures still shared the same labels (chair or lamp) as targets. In this sense, the unrelated lures differed from targets in terms of visual similarity only, whereas unrelated lures also differed in conceptual similarity in Experiment 1.

*Design*

Experiment 4 used a 2 x 4 mixed design. Lure type (matched vs. unrelated) was a between-subjects factor, and study task (silent naming, vocal naming, key-press naming and rating preference) was a within-subjects factor. Study task was blocked during the study phase, and targets and lures were randomized in the test phase. There were 20 target trials for each study task.

*Procedure*

The study phase was similar to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. In Experiment 4 the response instructions for the key-press naming and preference tasks were identical to the tasks used by Lupyan (2008) and Richler et al. (2011). In the key-press task, participants were instructed to press ‘1’ if the object was a chair, and ‘2’ if the object was a lamp. In the preference task, participants pressed ‘1’ if they liked the object and ‘2’ if they disliked the object. Also, like Lupyan (2008) and Richler et al. (2011), in
Experiment 4 images were presented for 300ms (rather than 150ms, as in Experiments 1-3). Each participant was assigned to one of the 24 possible task orders in each lure group.

Prior to the study phase, participants were familiarized with the pace of the task with five practice trials. On the practice trials, participants saw pictures of tables and were asked to press ‘1’ if the table was round, and ‘2’ if the table was square.

The test phase was identical to Experiment 1, with the exception that there was no intervening distractor task between study and test phases.

Results

Overall performance (d’) on the recognition memory test as a function of lure type and task is plotted in Figure 6.

The labeling effect (impaired memory following key-press naming vs. preference rating) was observed for both lure groups (matched lures: mean difference = .65±.17, $t_{23} = 7.57, p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 2.23$; unrelated lures: mean difference = 1.04±.12, $t_{23} = 17.59, p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 5.19$), and the effect was larger for unrelated lures ($F_{1,46} = 13.84, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .23$). In contrast to Experiment 1, a labeling effect was observed regardless of that modality of the naming task, with significantly worse memory following vocal naming relative to preference rating (matched lures: mean difference = .74±.22, $t_{23} = 7.00, p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 2.06$; unrelated lures: mean difference = .96±.13, $t_{23} = 14.81, p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 4.36$; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46} = 3.27, p = .08, \eta^2_p = .07$).

Like Experiment 1, we did observe a small production effect (better memory following vocal naming vs. silent naming) for the unrelated lure group (mean difference = .18±.17, $t_{23} = 2.22, p < .05$, Cohen’s $d = .65$) but not the matched lure group (mean
difference = .05±.17, \( t_{23} = .64, p = .53 \), Cohen’s \( d = .19 \), however, the interaction between task and lure type was not significant (\( F_{1, 46} = 1.25, p = .27, \eta^2_p = .03 \)).

Discussion

Experiment 4 used only two categories of objects (chairs and lamps), adopting the design of prior experiments on the labeling effect. Not surprisingly, there was a category length effect, and overall performance was much lower in this experiment compared to Experiments 1-3 in which there was only one exemplar per category at study (see Malmberg et al., 2012; Neely & Tse, 2009). More critically, unlike Experiment 1, for both key-press and vocal naming, we observed significant labeling effects (worse memory following naming than preference). Any production effect (better memory following vocal naming) was significantly attenuated, only exceeding the criterion for statistical significance in the unrelated lure condition.

Although it is possible that representational shift (Lupyan, 2008) is sensitive to task context and only occurs for both vocal and key-press naming when there are only a small number of object categories, a more parsimonious explanation seems to be that any advantage for vocal naming, like that observed in the previous experiments, requires that object names be unique, consistent with the distinctiveness account (MacLeod et al., 2010).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

What effect does naming objects at study have on visual recognition memory for objects at test? Lupyan’s account for the labeling effect suggests that naming impairs memory because objects studied by key-press naming are recognized worse than objects
studied by preference rating (Lupyan, 2008). By contrast, MacLeod et al.’ account of the production effect suggests that naming enhances memory because objects studied by vocal naming are recognized better than objects studied by silent naming (MacLeod, 2010; MacLeod et al., submitted). In this article, we systematically compared various experimental factors that differ between studies of the labeling effect and the production effect (see Figure 1) to better understand how naming object at study influences recognition memory for those objects at test. We consider what these results suggest theoretically about the potential impact of naming on memory representations, such as whether they are best explained by assuming special naming-specific mechanisms or more general memory mechanisms. A summary of the general experimental variables manipulated across the four experiments is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of main experimental variables manipulated in Experiments 1-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Lure Type(s)</th>
<th># Studied Categories</th>
<th>Study Task</th>
<th>Study Modality</th>
<th>Study Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>matched or semantically unrelated</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>silent vocal</td>
<td>whole word first letter 1-5 scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>naming preference</td>
<td>key-press</td>
<td>whole word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>matched</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>silent vocal</td>
<td>whole word first letter whole word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>vocal key-press</td>
<td>first letter whole word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>key-press</td>
<td>first letter whole word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>matched</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>vocal</td>
<td>whole word 1-5 scale first letter 1-5 scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>preference</td>
<td>vocal key-press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>matched or physically unrelated</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>naming</td>
<td>silent vocal</td>
<td>whole word 2-AFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>preference</td>
<td>key-press</td>
<td>2-AFC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the representational shift account (Lupyan, 2008), naming an object causes a systematic change in its representation, making memory for that object less veridical than it would be otherwise. In Experiments 1 and 3, we replicated the standard labeling effect, whereby key-press naming at study led to worse memory than preference rating at test. Ironically, this replication of the labeling effect seems to provide evidence against representational shift. When studied objects come from many different categories, as in Experiments 1 and 3, representational shift predicts that naming should actually improve memory compared to preference rating (Lupyan, 2008). It did not. Whether matched or unrelated lures were used at test, objects studied by key-press naming produced worse recognition memory than objects studied by preference rating.

Furthermore, if representational shift occurs whenever an object is named, then vocal naming should produce at least as much of a representational shift as key-press naming, if not more. Yet, in Experiments 1 and 3, vocally naming negated the labeling effect entirely. Recognition memory after vocal naming at study was the same as recognition memory after preference rating at study.

Although these findings appear incompatible with the representational shift account of the labeling effect, they appear to support and extend the distinctiveness account of the production effect (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010). In Experiment 2 we observed that increasing the uniqueness of responses during study leads to better memory, and in Experiment 4 we observed that the production effect is significantly diminished when all study object share only one of two possible category names. These results suggest that the benefit for vocal naming is contingent on having item-specific, unique responses because then the memory representations created during encoding task help to distinguish
between the studied items and new items later at test (MacLeod et al., 2010). Indeed, it may be that any task that produces unique responses for each study item, regardless of whether the response involves names or not, could be as effective as vocal naming. MacLeod et al. (2010) showed that a production effect for visually presented words does not require overt vocal production (the effect is obtained when words are mouthing silently), nor does it require that the response be semantically meaningful (the effect is obtained when non-words are read out loud as well). In this sense, the production effect when naming objects seems to be a manifestation of more general memory phenomena.

We also found that the production effect was attenuated when targets and lures shared the same names (matched lure condition in Experiment 1), suggesting that it is not sufficient for the encoding task to distinguish between targets and lures (Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010), but targets and lures must also be distinct conceptually. Visual distinctiveness may also be involved because objects from the same category are both conceptually related and visually similar, but because naming responses highlight conceptual information as well, we suspect that this plays a larger role in mediating the production effect.

Across experiments, preference rating led to consistently good memory. In all experiments, preference rating led to better memory than key-press naming. In Experiments 1 and 3, preference rating led to comparable memory as vocal naming, even when the name was diagnostic of whether the item was old or new (Experiment 1, unrelated lure condition), and even though preference ratings themselves are not as unique as naming responses (in that many different objects had to be given the same preference rating). There are several reasons why preference rating might be a particularly effective
study task. Preference ratings might focus attention on exemplar-specific details (Richler et al., 2011) that are relevant for subsequent memory – a participant might think, “I like this shoe because of the buckles”. While multiple items may share the same preference rating, they may each be preferred for different reasons. Or preference ratings might produce a self-reference effect (Symons & Johnson, 1997) – a participant is ultimately rating how they feel about a given object. Interestingly, there is evidence that the benefit of vocal naming may also be related to self-reference: The production effect is reduced when the participant makes a vocal response at the same time as another person (MacLeod, 2011). However, an even simpler possibility is that, like the advantage for vocal naming, the memory advantage for preference rating is due to distinctiveness: Rating preference may lead to more distinctive encoding episodes due to the affective nature of the response (Lebrecht & Tarr, 2010) or because it is a more effortful judgment (Richler et al., 2011).

Of course, these theories about the preference task are purely speculative. Moreover, preference does not universally improve memory compared to naming because vocal naming and preference (whether vocal or key-press) can produce comparable memory (Experiment 3). We do not have a simple a priori explanation for why key-press naming (regardless of whether the response is the first letter of the name or the whole word) seems to be a particularly poor study task, resulting in performance that is no better than a silent naming control (Experiment 2) despite the fact that overt responses are made.

Our ultimate goal in this series of experiments was not to uncover the precise mechanisms underlying each possible study task variant that we used across the different experiments. Rather, these task manipulations were in the service of a theoretical question: How does using names influence object memory? Across four experiments we found that
three different tasks that required naming of some sort (silent naming, key-press naming, and vocal naming) failed to produce equivalent memory across experimental contexts. Not only did performance differ between naming tasks, but these differences also depended on other aspects of the experiment, such as lure type and the number of basic-level categories. Although this is not surprising in the case of the production effect, given the emphasis on distinctiveness as the underlying mechanism (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010), this is problematic for the representational shift account, which depends on the explicit use of category labels (Lupyan, 2008, 2012). Thus, our results suggest that “naming” does not exert a special influence on memory (Lupyan, 2008, 2012), as its effects can be explained in terms of more general memory phenomena such as distinctiveness (MacLeod et al., 2010) or the type of processing it entails (Richler et al., 2011).
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APPENDIX A: Analyses of Hit and False Alarm Rates for Experiments 1-4

Experiment 1

Table A1. Mean hit and false alarm rates for each condition in Experiment 1 (standard errors in brackets). In the matched lure condition different lures are associated with targets studied in different encoding conditions; in the unrelated lure condition the lures are not condition-specific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lure Type</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>.75 (.02)</td>
<td>.23 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>.84 (.02)</td>
<td>.26 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>.71 (.02)</td>
<td>.29 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>.80 (.02)</td>
<td>.25 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>.76 (.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>.91 (.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>.81 (.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>.91 (.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a significant production effect in hit rate for both lure groups (matched lures: mean difference = .09±.04, $t_{23} = 4.22$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.24$; unrelated lures: mean difference = .16±.04, $t_{23} = 7.95$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 2.34$), but the effect was significantly larger for the unrelated lure group ($F_{1,46} = 4.81$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2_p = .10$). There was also a significant labeling effect for both lure groups (matched lures: mean difference = .09±.05, $t_{23} = 3.93$, $p = .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.16$; unrelated lures: mean difference = .10±.04, $t_{23} = 6.12$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.80$; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46} = .20$, $p = .66$, $\eta^2_p = .004$). Critically, there was no labeling effect when we compared vocal naming and preference rating for either lure group (matched lures: mean difference = .04±.05, $t_{23} = 1.72$, $p = .099$, Cohen’s $d = .51$; unrelated lures: mean difference = .01±.02, $t_{23} = .617$, $p = .543$, Cohen’s $d = .18$; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46} = 1.84$, $p = .18$, $\eta^2_p = .04$).
In the matched lure group, no significant difference in false alarms were observed between vocal and silent naming (mean difference = .03±.05, \( t_{23} = 1.33, p = .195 \), Cohen’s \( d = .39 \)). There was a significant difference in false alarms observed following key-press naming vs. preference rating (mean difference = .05±.04, \( t_{23} = 2.53, p = .019 \), Cohen’s \( d = .75 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Modality</th>
<th>Naming Task</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>.69 (.03)</td>
<td>.21 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Press</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>.71 (.02)</td>
<td>.22 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Word</td>
<td>.76 (.01)</td>
<td>.24 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>.79 (.02)</td>
<td>.18 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Word</td>
<td>.84 (.01)</td>
<td>.18 (.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In hit rate there was a main effect of response modality (\( F_{29} = 61.61, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .68 \)), a main effect of naming task (\( F_{29} = 15.33, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .35 \)) but no interaction (\( F_{29} = .03, p = .96, \eta^2_p < .001 \)). Whereas silent naming did not differ from the key-press/first letter condition (mean difference = .02±.05, \( t = .82, p = .42 \), Cohen’s \( d = .22 \)), memory was better in the key-press/whole word condition compared with silent naming (mean difference = .07±.06, \( t = .24, p < .05 \), Cohen’s \( d = .59 \)).

There were more false alarms for the key-press condition than for the vocal responses (\( F_{29} = 27.77, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .49 \)). Neither the main effect of naming task nor the interaction between response modality and naming task were significant (\( ps > .2, \eta^2_p < .05 \)). False alarm rates did not differ between silent naming and either of the key-press conditions (\( ps > .2, \) Cohen’s \( ds < .15 \)).
Experiment 3

Table A3. Mean hit and false alarm rates for each condition in Experiment 3 (standard error shown in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lure Type</th>
<th>Response Modality</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>.83 (.02)</td>
<td>.17 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>.80 (.02)</td>
<td>.11 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key-Press</td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>.80 (.02)</td>
<td>.20 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>.81 (.02)</td>
<td>.15 (.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>.88 (.01)</td>
<td>.25 (.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>.86 (.01)</td>
<td>.24 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key-Press</td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>.83 (.01)</td>
<td>.34 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference</td>
<td>.81 (.02)</td>
<td>.35 (.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For exemplar lures there were no significant main effects or interactions in hit rate ($p > .2$, $\eta^2_p < .08$). For state lures, hit rate was higher following vocal responses ($F_{23} = 20.80, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .48$). Neither the main effect of task nor the interaction between response modality and task were significant ($p > .2$, $\eta^2_p < .07$).

For exemplar lures, there was a trend toward more false alarms following key-press responses ($F_{23} = 3.90, p = .06, \eta^2_p = .15$), and significantly more false alarms following naming vs. rating preference ($F_{23} = 14.63, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .39$). The interaction between response modality and task was not significant ($F_{23} = .01, p = .76, \eta^2_p = .004$). For state lures, there were more false alarms following key-press responses ($F_{23} = 16.87, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .42$). Neither the main effect of task nor the interaction were significant ($p > .6$, $\eta^2_p < .02$).
Experiment 4

Table A4. Mean hit and false alarm rates for each condition in Experiment 4 (standard errors in brackets). Note that in the matched lure condition different lures are associated with targets studied in different encoding conditions; in the unrelated lure condition, lures are not condition-specific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lure Type</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Hit Rate</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>.47 (.02)</td>
<td>.28 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>.48 (.02)</td>
<td>.30 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>.50 (.02)</td>
<td>.27 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>.84 (.02)</td>
<td>.41 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>.50 (.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>.55 (.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>.54 (.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>.84 (.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A labeling effect was observed for both lure groups in hit rates (matched lures: mean difference = .34±.04, t$_{23}$ = 18.26, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 5.38; unrelated lures: mean difference = .30±.06, t$_{23}$ = 10.18, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 3.00; task x lure type interaction: $F_{1,46}$ = 1.74, p = .19, $\eta^2_p = .04$). Worse memory for naming relative to preference was also observed for the vocal naming task in both lure groups (matched lures: mean difference = .36±.05, t$_{23}$ = 15.62, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 3.00; unrelated lures: mean difference = .29±.07, t$_{23}$ = 9.56, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.81), and the effect was larger for the matched lure group ($F_{1,46}$ = 4.15, p < .05, $\eta^2_p = .08$). There was no production effect in hit rates for the matched lure group (mean difference = .01±.05, t$_{23}$ = .40, p = .70, Cohen’s d = .12) and a marginally significant production effect in hit rates for the unrelated lure group (mean difference = .05±.07, t$_{23}$ = 2.01, p = .056, Cohen’s d = .59), but the interaction between task and lure type was not significant ($F_{1,46}$ = 1.36, p = .25, $\eta^2_p = .03$).

In the matched lure group, the production effect tasks did not lead to differences in false alarms (mean difference = .01±.04, t$_{23}$ = .79, p = .44, Cohen’s d = .23). There was a
significant difference in false alarms for the two conditions in the labeling effect, with more false alarms following preference rating vs. key-press naming (mean difference = .14±.05, \( t_{23} = 5.14, p < .001 \), Cohen’s \( d = 1.52 \)).
APPENDIX B

**Table B1.** Overall memory performance (d’) for each condition in Experiment 1 for each type of matched lure (standard error in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matched Lure Type</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Sensitivity (d’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>1.64 (.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>1.66 (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>1.22 (.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>1.72 (.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Silent Naming</td>
<td>1.41 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal Naming</td>
<td>1.68 (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key-press Naming</td>
<td>1.09 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference Rating</td>
<td>1.49 (.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B2.** Overall memory performance (d’) for each condition in Experiment 2 for each type of matched lure (standard error in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matched Lure Type</th>
<th>Response Modality</th>
<th>Naming Task</th>
<th>Sensitivity (d’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>Silent</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.49 (.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Press</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.66 (.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Word</td>
<td>1.74 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.86 (.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whole World</td>
<td>1.98 (.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Silent</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.31 (.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Press</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.28 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whole Word</td>
<td>1.39 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal</td>
<td>First Letter</td>
<td>1.80 (.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whole World</td>
<td>2.00 (.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. An illustration of three of the experimental factors that differ between experiments on the production effect and experiments on the labeling effect. Also illustrated are idealized data for the production effect (better memory following vocal naming vs. silent naming) and the labeling effect (worse memory following key-press naming vs. preference rating).

Figure 2. Examples of target-lure pairs used in Experiments 1-3 (a) and Experiment 4 (b). In panel A the top two examples show exemplar-pairs, and the bottom two examples show state-pairs. The last pair of lamps in Panel B actually differed in color.

Figure 3. Overall memory performance (d’) in Experiment 1 as a function of study task and lure group. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the critical paired t-tests (production effect: silent naming vs. vocal naming; labeling effect: key-press naming vs. rating preference).

Figure 4. Overall recognition memory performance (d’) in Experiment 2 as a function of response modality and naming task. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of the within-subject effect of “Task” based on a repeated-measures ANOVA that included all five conditions.
Figure 5. Overall memory performance (d') in Experiment 3 as a function of response modality and task for each type of matched lure. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the labeling effect (naming vs. preference) in each condition.

Figure 6. Overall memory performance (d') in Experiment 4 as a function of study task and lure type. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the critical paired t-tests (production effect: silent naming vs. vocal naming; labeling effect: key-press naming vs. rating preference).
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